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A multidisciplinary approach has been applied to assess the hazard related to the eruptive fissures on the slopes
of the main volcanic edifices in Tenerife. We concentrated on the historical eruptions and on the whole framework
of the NW rift. Tenerife is a complex volcanic area in which long-lived volcanic centers coexist with a number of
different-age scoriae and spatter cones. Our work concentrated on the youngest portion of these cones, their age,
and distribution. In order to achieve this goal, a detailed fieldwork has been carried out by means of a 1:5,000
scale cartography of volcanic deposits and structural feature. An area of about 10 sq km has been surveyed up to
now. Archaeomagnetic method has been used to elucidate age relations of the main recent volcanic record (last
8.000 yrs BP) and a suitable field work was done. Chronostratigraphic characterization of 42 different localities (i.e.
590 archaeomagnetic measurements) was performed. In addition, petrochemical and rheological analyses are in
progress. The present data set allows us to point out some important findings that depict a new scenario for the flank
activity in Tenerife with strong implication for hazard assessment. At present, we are able to produce the complete
cartographic and chronostratigraphic sequence of two famous and distinct areas, Fasnia-Siete Fuentes-Arafo and
Chinyero volcanic fields, that probably represent the "general behavior" of the up to known monogenetic activity
on Tenerife. Polygenetic cones, instead of monogenetic scoriae cones, seem to be the main character of the
Holocene activity in Tenerife. No previous investigations have ever evidenced this aspect. In the Fasnia area we
recognized the effect of at least two volcano-tectonic trends (one 120N oriented and the other one 50N) resulting in
three different lava flows outpouring, in stratigraphic order, from two dismantled scoriae cones and from an eruptive
fissure oriented 30N. Three orders of lava levees are well exposed in the southern portion of the lava field. Only the
1km long and last emitted lava flow belongs to the 1704-05 eruptive episode. Scoriae ramparts, pit craters and a
small cover of lapilli fallout complete the deposits associated to 1704-05 eruption. The contemporaneous presence
of big scoriae cones and small scoriae ramparts has been frequently recognized elsewhere in Tenerife and is a
characteristic of the Chinyero volcanic field too, where the 1909 volcanics are mantling two previous scoriae cones.
These observations have implications on the hazard assessment for opening of eruptive fissures in Tenerife and
hazard maps have to be deeply revised taking into account that large older scoriae cones are related to a vigorous
Strombolian activity, characterized by high explosivity (highly vesicular lapilli and bombs) and long lasting lava flows,
while the real historical activity expressed only scoriae ramparts along eruptive fissures and moderate lava flows.
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